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by Alan Fyfe

Welcome \0 the Autumn edition of THE EDINBURGH GEOLOGIST. There is a veritable
feast for you all here, with some regular features and some liew and interesting
articles.
Bill Baird starts us off with a piece on living fossils. We are not talking about the
coelacanth, which seems to have teared its ugly head again itt the media, but of
plant fossils. He makes a very interesting suggestion for the establishment of Ii real
Jurassic Park. Any readers who have a few thousand acres to spare might Ilke to
give his idea some serious consideration.
I have put together a couple of short snippets about encounters with James Hutton.
The first is from Ellis Yochelson and Gordon Craig, who contributed the article on
James Macie (Smithson) in the last issue. The second is derived from sOlne reading
that I haVe been doing recently, which I had initially thought had nothing to do
with geology.
I have introduced a new type of article and would be interested in readers'
reactions. This is in the form of an interview with last year' s Clough Medallist,
Barry Dawson, of the Grant Institute of Geology. Barry has carried out a lifetilne of
research in Africa and in tltis issue he tells of his work there, as well as ltis time at
university and in the RAF. It had been suggested that I put a headline on the cover
of tltis issue, ' ExclUSive Interview ... Dawson tells alll' I was tempted but tllOught
better of it!

It is clear that scholars of ancient Greek arc well ahead of the game in geology and
there is scope for another 'What' s in a Name?' on that very sl\bjecl. ht this issue,
the subject of discussion is lhe Tertiary. This age has been ' dropped' by recent
stratigrapltic commissions. I look at the details and the implications. There has also
been a wealth of correspondence after the last ' What's in a Nanlo?' by Ken
Hitchen. I have reproduced the letters here and hope that readers may find them of
interest.
There are two articles on tltis year's field excursions. The first, by Liz Hide, tells of
the trip to Appin and, in particular, of lhe exciting new fossils found in tlle Loch
Aline Sandstone. David and Fiona McAdam give a contrasting view on what a
geologist and non-geologist found of iillerest on the weekend field excursion to
Elgin in June of this year.
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James Hutton stats again in an article by Dennis R. Dean and Tom Sharpe, who
disCuss a letter from George Mackenzie, of the old Huttonian school1 to Henry De
la Beehe. This was on the definitions of Stratification and bedding, a topic thai niay
still cause c6nfUsion to firSt year geology students.
There is mote on the new byhathlc Earth eXhibition. Having heard itt tlte last isSUe
from Stuart Monto, this time, there is a chance fot the punters to have their say.
Five critical appraisals of the eXhibition have been sertt to me, providing points of
view that should 1)e interestirlg to the mtiseum directors as well as of entertainment
to our readers. The average age of these contributors is under 22 ... and one of them
is Nortnan Butcher.
I have been well"nigh overwh,Unted with contributions for the 'Poees Cotner'.

Thank you to all those that respon(le<t to my plea. I cannot pubHsh them ail in this
issue, so Some Will have to wait Until the future. If the Muse takes you, bowever, do
send me your verse, because it is nice fot an Editor to have material in handl
Puzzlers will be Jjleased to know that Attgela Aridetson has another ROCKSW()RD in
this issue. She tells me that she was alatmed to tead that site would prOvide these
on a regular basis... but she has sent me two more, which will ~ee us up to the end
of this Millennium. Beyond then, we can only hopei

am sti1l keen to receive more artides and snippets from professiortals and
amateurs alike for the neKt issue, which Wilt be published in the Spring. If you
would like to contribute artything, t would be grateful to receive it before the end of
February 2000 ... or soottet ifpossiblef
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Living fo~sils
by Bill Baird

I

The age of the Dinosaurs is normally presented to the public in the fonn of fossil
bones or sometimes imaginative recOnstruCtiODs. The few remaining living animal
genera frOm the Mesozoic period ate mostly small, tare and not particularly closely
associated with Dinosaurs evolutionarily. On the other hand, plantS from the
Mesozoid have survived in considerable variety and Dwnilers. This aspect of the
living world is ofteh misunderstood by those of us fed on a diet of bookS and
televisiorl prograrlunes written by zoologists. They, if describing plants at all, often
do so as though they were some sort of green animal. Plants, of course, dismiss
zoologists as short lived ephemera and go on with their lives in a different way, less
energetic but on a vastly more expanded timescale.

The Mesozoic relict plant species are sometimes represented in botanical gardens
and atboreta as individual specimens, often grouped with other more modern
species to provide landscape or artistic e1fects tather than scientific impact. OttIy in
a very large cowttry park could such ancient species be planted on a scale that
would give a realistic experience of what it might have been like to walk in the
forests of the Dinosaurs.
By Cretaceous titnes (140 - 65 Million years ago) the ancestors of many broadleaved trees known to tis all had already becOme firnily established. Most people
are familiar with the oaks, BeeChes, 1:Iolly and PIarte trees. the magnificent Tulip
Tree (Liriodendron), the MagnOlia (Magnolia) and the Lautel (Lauraceae) should
be added to the above. Prom the sOuthern hemisphere the pollen of Antarctic
Beeches (N()tho/agus) had appeared by the late Cretaceous. At the level of ground
cover and shrub layer we again meet plants wlllch can be annoyingly comnion. The
Hotsetails (Equisetum) are successful and widespread survivors from the
Carboniferous period. Their structure and form has changed little during the last
350 million years. The Royal Fern (Osmunda) was once a widespread native plant
now unfortunately largely confined to a few remote locations in Scotland, or as a
feature in large gardens. The shrub Candleberry or Snowberry (Symphorlcarpos),
introduced to Britain as pheasant cover, has an evolutionary histoty dating back to
the Cteutceous. Amongst the climbers the Aralias, a group to which the Ivies
belong, have an equally long lineage.
Ponds ot lochs rna)' already contain abundant representatives of our Mesozoic
flota. These range from the beautiful showy flowers of the common water lily,
family Nymphaeaceae, which first shows itS pollen in tlie early CretaCeous of
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Europe, to the much more primitive submarine quillwort (lsoetes), which remains
a hidden inhabitant of many Scottish loch bottoms.
Howevet, it is aniong the gytnnosperms (naked seed trees) that we fihd the widest
range of trees which tormed the great forest stands of the age of reptiles. The
Maidenhait tree (Ginkgo) is widely planted as a Specimen tree and has an
ancient lineage. Once only known as a fossil, but rediscovered as a living species
in China in the 1940s, the Dawn Redwood
(Metasequoia) grows well tn Britain. The Monkey
Puzzle (Araucaria), with its straight trunk, radial
whorls of symmetrically dividing branches and dense
plate like angUlar leaves, until retently formed large
forests in southern Chile. It grows
well here and has even been trialled
for timber. The RedwoodS are not only
lorlg-lived trees ih theit oWn ri~t but,
they wete also the true giahts of the
age df binosaurs. Even the largeSt
Dinosaur could have sheltered
beneath the shade of a grove of these
125 metre high giantS. Although the
Wellingtonia (Sequoiadendron) is
cotnntonly grown in parks, the Coast
Redwood (SequoIa) cab also be grown
in appropriate sites. Less widely
known are, from the Far, East,
Chinese Fir (Cunninghamia)
and
Golden
Larch -==:zaH:;a..."~"=",,,,,,=,-.---'J.r-'-o.-..
(Pseudolarix),
while from
swamps in the Eastern USA
comes the Bald Gyptess
(Taxodium).

Although the list of trees is not
large, taken to~ether, its
constituent
species
are
surprisihg1y extensive and
geographically wide ranging.
The present source of ntany of
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Royal Fern (Osmunda)
these trees is now either in the Americas or China and Japan, but at one time they
were much more widesptead, as a study of British fossil plants soon reveals.
Viewed over a sufficiently ldng period of time some of these trees are as native to
the Scottish scene as capercaillies to the Aviemote pine-woods. An addOO benefit is
that most above-mentioned are hardy, being viable down to at least minus 15
degrees Centigrade. If even 0001 gteenhouses were available to grow the less hatdy
plants such as cycads, soltte ferns and the sole remaining species of the Chinese
Swamp-CypreSs (Glyptosti"ohus), then an am3zUag array of ancient plants could be
grown in Scotland
pageS
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Currently a project is underway to save some of the world's most endangered
conifers. The COnifer. Conservation Programme (CCP) is based at the Royal
Botanic Gardens in :edinburgh. Its aim is to cultivate cotlifers grown froin
specially collected seed and maintain precise data relating to their growth and
original location. The intention is to broadert knowledge of these species, widen
the genetic base and build up a reSource bank which would enable the testoration
of depleted wild populations. Sb far, more than 10,000 treeS have been planted at
over a hundred sites in the UK.
The large acreage of many of our bigger country parks already hosts some of the
above trees, mainly planted as single specimens. However, the establishment of
carefully sited stands of these living relicts to re-create a Mesozoic woodland has
never been done before. The extensive grout'lds a11d varied landscape of a targe
country park could lend itself to Such a major enterprise. By planting the living
fossils ottoday we could create for tomorrow's childreh a truly unique experience.
To do so would be a tong-term project eventually ptovidil1g a new edutatfonal
attraction where visitors could walk through the still-growing forests of the
Dinosaurs. It would only require a modeSt leap of imagination for tomorrow's
children to populate their present With the giants of the past.
Further reading:
Andrews, a.N. Jt., 1947. Ancient Plants and the Worid they lived in, published
by Comstock PUblishing, Ithaca, New York, USA.
Gardner, M., Winter 1997/98. Conserving the World's Rarest Conifers, The
Dendr%gist, Vol. 12, No.5, pp. 6 & 7.
White, M.E., 1990. The Flowering a/Gondwana, published by Princeton
University Press, USA.

Bili Baird is the President df the Edm\,>urgh Geological Society and is a regular
coritributor to Tim EDINBURGH GEOLOGIST. He previousiy 'Worked in the Royal
Muse1im of Scotland, where he 'was an expert on fossils.

The illustrations are taken frol'll Ancient plant$ and, th~ world they Jived in, bY
Henry N. Andrews Jr., Comstock Publishing Associates, 1947.
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Encounters with James Hutton
contributions by Ellis L Yochelson,
Gordon Craig and Alan Fyfe

An OI'ticle in the last issue of THE EDINBURGH GEOLOGIST on the roots of the
Smithsonian Institution. Itjt untouched an intriguing instalment on the teldtionship
betWeen James Macie and James Hutton. Readers may remember that Hutton had
entrusted to Macie a sum of money with which to procure fossil specimens from
Stonesfield, near Oxford. Macie was almost a total stranger and Hutton must have
been very impressed with both his knowledge ofgeology and his character. Ellis
Yoche/son and Gordon Craig take up the story:

AlmoSt as fascinating is the question of why Hutton was interested in material from
Stonesfield at an. Hutton did considet fossils as having significance in geology, but
if there is one word that best sutnmarises James Hutton, it is 'granite'. Even in the
eighteenth century that rock Was about as far from the study of fossils as it is today.
Fortuliately this tittle mystery can probably be resolved.
Stonesfield seems to have been known for its fossils from the middle of the
seventeenth century, if not before. Robert Piot mentions them in his 'Natutal
History of OXfordshire', 1677 and they are fteqilently noted by Edward
Lhwyd in 'Lithopbysacii Britann!ci Ichnographia', 1699. John Woodward
in 'An attempt ... Natural History ... fbssils of England', 1729 quotes
Lhwyd and makes mention of Stonesfield. So, by the mid eighteenth century
Stonesfield should have been well known to savants and dilettanti.
One notable tossil from that period cOmes to mind It is the large bone
deScribed in 'Account of the great fossil thigh bone ... from Stonesfield' by
Joshua Platt in Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. For 1758. Emanuel Mendes da Costa
mentions seeing this bone at Mr. Platt's at Oxford. This is in hi$ annotated
copy of his book 'Natutal History of Fossils', 1757 now in bur library
[Oxford University]. He goes on to write a page and a half about his visit to
Stonesfield on Wednesday 21 September 1757 in the company of the
learned Edward Wright M.D. dfEdinbtirgh.
H.P. Powell t<1 ELY 11 December, 1997
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From this information, it is reasonable to draw the inference that Hutton was not
interested in fossils in terms of what would be COnSidered today as biostratigraphy
or palaeoecology. Rather, like many of his contemporaries, he interpreted the bone
as evidence of an ancient race of giants and was anxioUs to obtain more evidence of
their existence.
If that is the 'why' of Hutton's interest, this extract also shows the 'how'. During
the travels of his youth, Hutton may well have seen the 1758 Transactions bf the
Royal Society of London~ It is equally likely that he eouldhave cohSlUted the
volume in Edinburgh. A third route to knowledge of giant men may have come

from Edward Wright M.D. for it is logical that he Crossed paths during his career
with James Hutton M.D.
Acknowledgement
Thanks are due to Mr. E.R. Powell, OXford Museum of Natural History, for
allowing us to quote hi$ lettet.

I have recently been reading a biography of Robert Burns and it came as
something of a surprise to find that he had, on one occasion, met with James
Huttoll. What the Ayrshire Plorlghman dnd the Father ojModern Geology said to
each other is, unfortunately, not recorded, but the encounter is iliteresting despite
that:
Professor Adam Ferguson, born in. 1723 and educated in Perth and St. Andrews,
held the Chait of Moral Philosophy at the Univetsity of EdinbtIrgh until 1785,
when he retired, in part because of a Stroke that lie had suffered some years earlier.
His doctor was none other than Joseph Black,' the distinguished chemist, and with
the help of his ministrations, Ferguson survived to be well over ninety when he
died. The late eighteenth century was the time of the Scottish Enlightenment and
Adam Ferguson used to invite the great minds of the day to his house in Sciennes.
Recent explonitidn had discoVered the Sibenan Kamchatka Perii~a abd" because
of the isolation and bleaki1ess of the wild moors to the south of the city, Sciennes
Hill HouSe wat often affeCtionately known as kamchatka.
On an autumn evening in 1787, Adam Ferguson's friend Dugald Stewart asked
whether he Could bring the pbet Robert Burns to one ot these soirees. BQ.ms was ,on
his first visit to Edinburgh and everyone was wanting to meet this Ploughman..
Poet. Indeed,· BUI11$ must lliso be considered as having played a hart in the
Eniightenment, if nOt for his literary work, then certainly for his publicly-known
page 8
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liberal attitudes. On that evening, the Professor had asked Joseph Black and his
friend and fellow..scientist James 'Hutton. Also present were, the historian and
playwright, John Home and possi~ly Adam Smith. Young Adam Ferguson, the
Professor's eldest son, was also there with aschool-friend

Butns must have felt somewhat out of his dePth amongst alI these great men of
learning and is reported. to have spent the firSt part of the evening looking at the
paintings ~t hung on the walls. It is a well..latown stoty, but he was captivated by
one picture in particular, a sentimental portrait of a soldier lying dead in the snow,
with a woman and child on one side and a dog on the other. The caption ran:
Cold on C31ladian hills, or Minden's plain,
Perhaps that parent wept her soldier slain.
Bent o'er her babe, het eye dissolved itt dew,
The big drops mingling with the milk he drew...

Burns was moved to ,tears and asked whether anyone present knew the identity of
the author. The school-friend of young Adam FergusOn was able to enlighten the '
assembled intelligentsia that they were the words of John Langhorne. Burns turned
to the boy and said, "You'll be a man yet, sir.'1 That boy was Walter Scott.
The area around Sciennes Hill House is now built up and when the Bums and Scott
societies put a plaque there ifJ. 1927, it was described in the Butns Chronicle as "in
a working-class district; and the old front is now at the back of the hoUSe, faCing a
dIying green, enclosed on three sides by tenements and on the fourth by a factory
wall." The plaque is still to be seen outside No. 7 Sciennes House Place. It is maybe
a pity that no mention is made of the other great minds that used to gather there
and in particular, we may think, of James Hutton. We must accept, however, that
Burns was aware of the developments in Science that were going on around him
and finish with the Bard's own words in his AnDRESS TO EDINBURGH:
Here Wealth still swells the golden tide,
As busy Trade his labours plies;
There Architecture's noble pride
Bids elegance and splendor rise;
Here Justice, from her native skies,
High wields her balance and her rod;
There Learning, with its eagle eyes,
Seeks Science in her coy abode.
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Out of Africa
The Editor speaks with last year's
Clough medallist, Professor Barry Dawson

Barry Dawson won the Society's. Clough Medal last year for the significant impact
thai he has made in geology, which haS involved a lifotime 's fieldwork in Africa.
He was on the staffwhen I was at St. Andrews University and I visited him In his
office where he currently works in retirement at the Grant Institute.

Tell me, Barry, when did you first become interested in geology?

I was brought up in the Notth Riding of Yorkshire and was therefore surrounded by
the fine landscape of the Yorkshire Dales and the Millstone Ont crags and on.
When I was still at school, we would go hill-walking or pOt-holing up itt the Dales,
so I gUess that even when I was a yoUng lad I was aware of ro¢ks all atQund me. I
suppose that if you are brought up in the Fens or somewhere like that, you mtist
have a very dreary existence. But 1 became interested in geology per se only later
on in school when I did physical geogtaphy~ and I found that extremely fascinating.

so

And then did you go straight from school to university?

No, betweel1 leaving schoQI and going to university I had a spell in the airforce on
National ServiCe. Actually; that was probably foI'mative because when I was tloing
my flying ttaitting over northern Canada I could see these vaSt dyke swarms and
enonnous fold belts and shear wtench faults. Then, in the library in the Royal
Canadiart Airforce in Winnipeg, I actually found a copy of Holmes's Ptindiples of
Physical Geology and I read this and thought 'This is something that I would like
to do.' So when I came back from my National Service, t decided that I would go
to university and read geology.
So did you enjoy your National Service?
The RAF was fantastic. There were those who said it was all a waste of time but I
would do it allover again if I had the chance. It was funny because the last thing

my mother said to me when I left home at 18 was "For goodness sake, don't go
flyiitg." But, having done the normal basic training of square bashing, you got the
princely sum of four shillings a day, which was not a lot. But they said, "Of course,
if you go flying then you get flying pay" and it virtually quadrupled. So~ in spite of
my mother's advice, I thought, 'Well, if you are going into the airforce, then
thete's only one thing to do and that's fly.' I became a navigator and this suited me
page
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philosophically, because I liked being a member of a highly-trained small
interdependent team.·ff you were in the army, you were just part of a great lowing
mass of people, and that didn't appeal.
Of course, it was not en~ely risk-free. Some of the guys on the course were killed
in air crashes and the like. It was nothing like the war, of course, when you got shot
out of the. sky but, yes, you grew up fast: the extra money we were being paid was
not just ~use they liked the colour of our eyes. It was just because it was a high
risk business.
So after that, did you go straight back to Yorkshire?

Well, acttially, I interviewed three professors. I came up to Edinburgh and spoke to
Professor Holmes, whose book I'd read in Winnipeg, but although he was a very
fine writer, Holmes was not very good on a one-to-one basis, and I was a bit
dismayed by that. I went to Itnperial College and spoke to Professor Read He was
a very nice fellow but the trouble was that I'd spent the last part of my National
Service at Uxbridge, just outside London, and I had really had enough of the deep
south by that time. So I thought, 'I may as well go and see what is in my own
backyard' and I dropped in and had a chat with Professor Kennedy at Leeds. I
found that he was a charming man and he inspired me no end, so I thought 'Well,
okay I'll go to university here and enjoy my mother's good cooking at the same
time.' It wasn't as if I had never flown the nest: when I was in the airforce, I had
been away as far as Vancouver and San Francisco in one direction and across the
Canal Zone and the Andaman Islands to Singapore and up to Hong Kong in the
other direction. So I'd seen a bit of the world and was quite happy to go back home.
You say that Professor Kennedy inspired you. In what way?

William Kennedy was the head of department and famous for his work on the
Great Glen Fault. The Scottish influence was very strong. He had been a
Geological Survey man before going into academia and one of the first things he
did was to introduce a four-year course at Leeds. He believed that because geology
was not taught in schools, it was impossible to do a degree in three years. Several
other universities followed his line but eventually it faded away because people
thought that if they could get a degree in three years then why should they bother
with four. Of course, the four-year course in Scotland was supposed to compensate
for the different entranGe levels that they had with Scottish Highers, but I think that
having done my Higher School Certificate in England and then a four-year course
on top of that was immensely beneficial.
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And when did you first think about going to Mrica?
Well, the other important thing that Kennedy did when he was at Leeds was to set
up the Research Institute of African GeOlogy, funded by the 'Anglo-American
Corporation. When I graduated he invited me to go out and work on kimberlites in
what was then Basutoland, now Lesotho. In the mid to late fifties, there was little
hope getting any work on kimberlites within South Africa itself because it was
controlled by de Beers but they had no control in Basutoland. Kennedy picked up
on this and the fact that kimberlites had been found there and he lmew very well
that these were windows to the interior of the earth, so here was an opportunity of
having some research done on them rather than just looking at them as diamond
producers. So I suddenly found myself on the ground floor of a new wave mantle
petrology. I w~s extremely fortunate in that respect and owe it all to Kennedy. I
didn't get into it through my own perspicacity'

or

ot

And tben you continued to work in Africa?
Yes, I developed a love for the place and it has ~~er gOne away. After I had
finished my PhD, I went Out to work on the Geological SUrvey of :Tanganyika and
the first thing I had to do was to work on a volcano up irt the northern province in
the Rift Valley called Oldoinyo Lengai; there were reports that it was going to
erupt again so I was sent to ~p it. This, of course, turned. out to be a unique place
for it was the only active catbonatite volcatlo in the world. I was lucky. I was the
first person to go down into the ~ratet, which was about 500 feet deep, and I foUild
these lavas that were behaving in every way like basalt, except that they were pUre
alkali carbonate. And of course the blockS in the pyroclastics over most of the
volcano showed us that here was a classical carbOnatite comple", with phenites and
aegilites and various kinds of nepheline syenite and, 10 and behold, out of the top
came bubbling alkali carbonates in the form of lavas. So the die was cast and
between studying the carbonatites of the Tanzanian Rift Valley and mantle
petrology derived from kimberlites and their xenoliths, these are the two main
themes that have kept me off the streets. Apart from teaching people like yourself.
Yes, I was going to come on to that eventually! But to return to Africa, I gather
that you are going off there again next week.
Yes, we are going to try to climb Mount Kenya and Kilimanjaro. But this is not a
geological trip, though I am told that on Kibo, there are some nice big rhombs of
orthoclase feldspar that have been frost-shattered out of the phonolites, so I might
just slip a couple into my pocket. Well, that's if we make it. I say we are going to
page 12
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try and I use that word advisedly beCause you don't mow just how you are going to
adapt to altitude. IGlimanjaro is nineteen and a lla1f thousand feet, and though we
won't be doing the highest points on Mt Kenya, we'll have a go at Point Lenaana,
which is just about 16,100 feet high. The higher peaks require technical climbing
and anyway I am told that, because of climatic wan1ting, up on the two main peaks
of Batiaan and Nelion, 'where the fractured rock was once glued together by ice,
there is now a lot of loose material.
I

So presumably, you go walking in this country as well?
Oh yes, when I was at Leeds, I was in the mountaineering club but I found myself
climbing with people who were better climbers than I and I had one or two
experiences that tended to be a bit unsettling, such as falling off Gimmer Crag in
Langdale. That's mainly rhyolite, you will recollect, and wet rhyolite is not very
nice. When we started off, it wasn't a bad day but it Came on to rain and then sleet.
My fingers became numb and it was not funny. Anyway, apart from that, I realised
that whereas I coUld do rock gymnastics, I dian't pUticularly enjoy spending the
whole day on one bit of rock. I always wanted to see what was on the other side of
the hill, so hill-walking was far more interesting.
And in Scotland, I have aboUt fortY Munros yet to do, though my wife, Christine
only has six to go. She has three to do in Skye, the rtew one on Beinn Eighe, in
Torridon, Ben More on Mull, and one on the Ballachulish horseshoe, which we'll
do last because we have the cottage in Glencoe and we are going to have a party
with various folk who have walked Munros with us. It will be a great celebration.
AnywaY1 to come back to teaching people like me, when did you come to St.
Andrews?
After with the Tanganyika Geological Survey, I had a spell as a post-doctoral
fellow in Canada, working on the Bay of FWldi area of Nova Scotia. But I had
corresponded with Charles Davidson, who was the Professor of Geology at St.
Andrews because he had also been interested in carbonatites. He had also been my
external examiner. So I was in Canada and suddenly out of the blue I had a
telegram from Professor Davidson saying that he had a teaching position available
and did I want it? Like ali post-docs, I was looking for a permanent job and I said
'yes' because, whilst I had been working on my PhD, I had been up to the St.
Andrews area, because there are certain similarities between kimberlite vents and
those in East Fi(e. So I thought, '8t. Andrews ... fantastic'. That was my first
teaching job and I spent fourteen very happy years there.
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Thinking on your university teachin~, there i~ a lo~ .,r disfu8SioD ~t tile IQq~ent
on tbe 'great fie~dwork debate'. What do y~u feel abo~t tbat?

I have to declare lllyself as one hUllclred per cent bi~ ~t is so fundamentally
impomint. Good field mapping altd· observatio~ iri tile flc;ld is om- b~sic data.
Everybody is ~hting cOmputeT' niodell~ng nowa~ys, bpt computer models are only
as good as the data you 'put in. I gues$ tlt~t field Ptapping IS may~ a little old
fashioned, but I do serio~sly believe that fi~ld mapping is such ~ good d(scipline.
When an undergraduate is doing their mapping, it is 'decision-time'. They have to
make the observations and put the lin~s on the map and justify why they do it.
There is no fudging; i~ is something ~l $ey hav~ l~ (fo~cenl1'ate on. There are not
many disciplines wher~ you bave to m~e' $~ many ~is;ons that then ~ve to be
assessed by yO\1l' senior 'colleagues - tlu'qugh your fi.eld notebook ~d field slips.
You have to have the counige Of your convi~o~s before yo~ put ii down on paper.
Does that answer y~ur queStion?
Yes, I think 80; I se~ wb~re YOli st~d on t"a~ issqe. Qo yo"
recollections of your own updergraauate field nl~pp!ng? . ,

~~ve

any

Well, yes. In ~y unaergfclduate mal'Pi~g p'r~je~ I was mapping the area at the
head of Loch Ki~o~ .up to'Yards Slliel~g.~ 1 mapPed. it an~ I fpUltd ~ slice of
quartzite ip there whiCh was in ~ imbricate zone. I thought 'this is a strange thing
to find her~' and I drew it to the attention of John He111Q1ingWay, who was my
sUpervisor. He canfil'nled iliat tt :was q~ite and I thought 1l0tlUng further of it
when my mapping project was being '~ss~ssed.. W~ were sitting down wlth
Dorothy Rayner, who was also a mapPing tutor at Leeds, and was on the 'panel. She
said, "What's this chuDk or-quartzite doing in here? It's not' on the lOS map."
Hemmingway came to my defence and said, "Yes it's definitely there~ I saw it
myself and I can only assume that Peach and Home missed it." Dorothy Rayner
just snorted and said, "Well maybe they did, but Clough wo\lld never have missed
it." So it was that I was first made aware of' thi~ mythical mapper called Charles
Clough, who was apparently the nnest mapper in the whole world.

until

This was my earliest impression of Clough, and indeed, he was supreme. Of
courSe, it was he who did the mapping and interpretation of the Glencoe cauldron
subsidence with Edward Bailey. I think that his contribution in that is understated.
Well, now you have been awarded the Clough Medal and I'm sure that you
have carried on his tradition of good observatioD. and field mapping. I will
offer you my personal congratulations and thank you for speaking with me.
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Wfiats in aName?
In tlie ~e~ontfin tn.is se~ t/ie ~di,or fooiJ at (In 4SPe~t ofmotfcrn tliin~D on
stratigrapliic nomeflCfature anawomfers w4ere WQ 80 now.

The demise of the Tertiary
(and a lesson in ancient Greek)
It may pome as some surptise to many of the non-professional geologists in the
Society, and maybe some of the prpfessionals as well, !bat the Tertianr is now no
mpre (or should that be is thell no ~ore?). ~nt develoFlents in stratigraphy
have led to this extraordiJupy siwaqon. The nqnifi~tions are i11ll1lense, but l~t qs
start Qy looking at the ltistory of the nomenclature.
The word 'Tertiary' is a throwback to a very old style of nomenclature, where tlu'ee
_
ages ofroeks were recognised. These were known as 'Primary', 'Secondary' .
and 'Tertiary'. To these in later years was added the 'Quaternary', which
represented the most recent of rocks. The rise of palaeontology led tp ap
appreciatiQn that there were rocks in which no fo~sils were to be found and roclcs
where fossils were visibl~. Geologica} Ul\le can therefpre be diVided into the
i\rcba~an (from the Greek archaios, an~ent), the rroterozoic (fropt the Greek
proteros, earlier, and zoe, life or zoion, animal) and the Phanerozoic (from the
Greek phaneros, visible).
The Phanerozoic, now taken as everything down to and including the Cambri8ll,
was divided into three further subdivisions, again based on the form of the fossils
seen in the rocks and using Greek prefixes to ..zoic. These are the Palaeozoic (Ok.
pa/aios, old), the Mesozoic (Ok. mesos, middle), and Caenozoic (Gk. kaino$,
new). The spelling ot Caenozoic has been th.e matter of some uncertainty over the
years and we have had Caenozoic, Cainozoic and, more recently, Cenozoic. The
general agreement now seems to be that we go with the last spelling and from now
on, I shall use that term. The fact that it comes to us from America makes this
version rather disagreeable, but we need to have some degree of consensus and it is
a small concession, even though it does lose a little of the Greek root with it.
The Proterozoic and Palaeozoic are largely equivalent to what Hutton referred to as
the Primary rocks, While the Mesozoic is represents what was once the Secondary
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rocks. TIle Cenozoic, then, inherited the terms Tertiary and Qnaternary, and there
they stuck till around 1989, when the international geological conunurtity generally
abandoned the terllls (Harland, 1989; Berggren, 1995; Gradstein & Ogg, 1996).
It was Charles Lyell who first divided up the Tertiary and Quaternary into a
number of epochs, proposing the terms Eocene, Miocene, Pliocene and Pleistocene.
Those who have followed the Greek lesson so far will have realised that the suffix
-cene derives frolll the same root as that of Cenozoic, i.e. kainos, new. The
prefixes, for the record, are borrowed from eos, daybreak, lIIeion , smaller, pleion ,
1II0re nll1llerous and pleislos, 1II0stnumerous. Apart from eos, it will be noted that
these are all quantitative. Lyell made it quite plain that they were not true
stratigraphic terms. Instead, they were based on a statistical study that he had
carried oUt into British, Italian and Freltch molluscs. He related these to the fossil
record and the epochs are baSed on the following table of longevity:

Pleistocene
Pliocene
Miocene

Eocene

90-95% still living
over 50% still living
20-40% still living
less than 5% still living

The Palaeocene and Oligocene epochs were introduced in
the latter part of the nineteenth century, as fieldwork
showed that the Eocene as it had first been mapped did
not represent the full period between the end of the
Cretaceous and the start of the Neogene. What Neogene?
Where did that come from? Well , in 1853, Hornes
introduced the terms Palaeogene and Neogene. At that
time, the Palaeogene included only the Eocene while the
Neogene comprised the Miocene to Pleistocene. The teon
Holocene has now been added to the list, representing
everything since the last glaciation, including today (but
not yet tomorrow). And for those who really want to
know, Oligocene cOllies from oligos, little or few, and
Holocene from halos, whole, these designating how the
ternls fit into Lyell's statistical molluscan scheme.
We thus arrive at the chronostratigraphy that we know
today, which is shown in the chart to the left, albeit with
the embodiment of the terms 'Tertiary' and 'Quaternary'
as units that have now been abandoned. Some
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stratigraphers prefer ~o ktain these te~ as ~~es for sub-eras of the Cenozoic,
but they are fighting a losing battle. The tenns are on the way out. So how do we
survive this and what do we use instead?
The real problem is that there are a number of well-documented uses of the words
'Tertiary' and 'Quaternary'. Apart from numerous reference books and treatises on
rocks and sediments of these ages, there are everyday phrases such as the 'K-T
(Cretaceous-Tertiary) boundary', 'Tertiary Volcanic Province' and 'Quaternary
glaciation', which will be rather hard to eradicate. Just how this may be achieved is
difficult to imagine. I fear also that the subject of geology has entered a rather
conservative phase and there will be those will oppose this change. Perhaps the
words will remain in general use and it will only be the academics that use the new
terminology. But when it comes down to it, we should do our best to use
'Cenozoic', 'Palaeogene', 'Neogene' or 'Pleistocene' where these apply, because
'Tertiary' and 'Quaternary' are indeed antediluvian (Latin this time: ante, before,
diluvium, The Flood).
Up-to-date information for the serious-minded from:
Berggren, W.A, Kent, D.V., Swisher, C.C. & Aubry, M., 1995. A revised
Cenozoic geochronology and chronostratigraphy, in Berggren ~t al
(editors), Geochronology. time scales and global stratigraphic correlation,
SEPM Special Publication no. 54, pp. 129-212.
Gradstein, F.M. & Ogg, IG., 1996. A Phanerozoic time scale. Episodes, vol. 19,
pp.3-5.
Harland, W.R., Annstrong, RL., Cox, A V., Craig, L.E., Smith, AG. & Smith,
D.G., 1990. A geologic time scale 1989, Cambridge University Press.

As well as editing this magazine, until June of this year, I was on the staff of the
British Geological Survey, where, most recently, I was working on the post-Eocene
chapter of the North Sea Millennium Atlas to be published late next year. It was
when I started on the project that I realised the revolution had happened I
My thanks are due to Martyn Stoker for checking up on the most recent literature
for the time scale of the stratigraphic column.
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- Postscript ..
Ken Hitchen's original 'What's in a Name?' article on the naming offeatures in
Rockall has prompted a mdilbagrul ofcorrespondence, which we thought that
teaders might find interesting. The first was received from 'Antony Swithin ':

Department of Geological Sciences,
University of Saskatchewan,
114 Science place,
Saskatoon, SK S7N 5E2
Canada
Dear Dr. Hitchen,
I received today from my friend Ellis Yochelson a copy of your article in the
recent EDINBURGH GEoLbGnrr. I am absolutely delighted and quite thrilled
that some of the names I chdse for localities on my imaginary sub-continent
of Rockall have been perpetuated and given reality on Rockall Bankl
Please accept my sinceres~ tfumks. I shOUld, however, point out that I am
still a geological lecturer, at this university since 1972, and that. I came here
from Nottingham, not Leic~tet. The confusion is understartdable in that the
old Nottingham Geology Department's personnel were mostly transferred
to Leicester when that Department closed; however, by then I was atready
in Saskatchewan. Antony Swithirt' are my middle names, by the way; I
was born on the 15th of July.
I

I have five more boob about Rockal1 awaiting publication. Unfortunately,
Harper took over Collins and promptly cancelled my contract, since which
time I have been seeking a ftesh publisher in vain (It is not easy to
persuade a new publisher to take on, not only the publication of the new
books but also the republicahon of the original four!).
With good wishes and my sincerest thanks once again; truly I am greatly
honouredl
Sincerely yours,
(Prof.) William A.S. Sarjeant, D.Sc., F.R.S.C.
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The remaining correspondence was related to the naming ofsea-bed features
discovered duringfisheries research:

'Swanlea',
laEskRoad,
Montrose,
Scotland
Dear Dr. Hitchen,
Chance led me to read your article 'What's in a Name?' in 1HE EDINBURGH
GEOLOGIST. May I comment? The George Bligh Bank was named after a ship
(probably a Royal Navy survey ship) which first mapped it out. Bill Bailey's
Bank is named after a fishing skipper, probably from Milford Haven.
Whether he was trawling or great-lining I know not. Lousy Bank is sonamed because fish, particularly halibut, caught there tended to be heavily
infested with sea...lice. I have seen this for myself when hauling great lines
on the bank, as many as a dozen lice on one halibut.
I am passing a copy of this letter and your article to Jim Adams, of 2
Drummond Place, Edinburgh, who knows much more than I do about the
history of oceanography and fisheries.
As a smallish boy, I was privileged to go on a number of excursions of the
Edinburgh Geological Society, many led by Robert Campbell, and some by
Murray MacGregor, so I was quite interested to be shown this edition by
my daughter-in-law, who is a member.
Yours sincerely,

Robert Craig
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2 Drummond Place,
Edinburgh,
Scotland
Dear Dr. Hitchen,
As you know, my former colleague, Bobby Craig, passed me a copy of your
interesting article, which appeared in THE EDINBURGH GEOLOGIST. I would not
claim to be as expert as Bobby suggests. However, your article did
encourage me to look at some texts which I had to hand. As a result, I
would like to cortunent on the names of two of the banks.
George Bligh Bank
Bobby was partly correct in his supposition that the George Bligh was a
naval ship. However, according to A J Lee's excellent history of MAFF's
Directorate of FisherieS Research, by the time the vessel discovered the bartk
in April 1921, she was on her maiden voyage after conversion as a fisheries
research vessel. The survey in which she was involved was aimed at
locating new fishing grounds.
The vessel had been built as a Mersey class naval trawler during World War
I, and, on being purchased from the Admiralty after the war, the Ministry
retained her original name, George Bligh. I can find no evidence that the
name in turn is basad on that of a famous explorer. Indeed, H T Lenton and
J J Colledge, in their Warships ofWorld War II, state that the names of the
Merseys (and the Castles and the Straths, also built as naval trawlers) were
taken from the muster rolls of the Victory and the Royal SC1lJereign at the time
of Trafalgar.
Another of the Mersey class naval trawlers, the John Felton, was purchased
for the use of the Marine Laboratory in Aberdeen. However, the name was
changed to Explorer, and she continued in service as a fisheries research
vessel until 1956. Her successor, also named Explorer, was in service from
1956 to 1984 and is currently in the Edinburgh Dock, Leith, where a group
of enthusiasts are attempting to preserve her as part of Scotland's maritime
history.
continued...
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Rosemary Bank
This bank was also discovered during a survey aimed at finding new
fishing grounds. However, on this occasion the vessel was the HMS
Rosemary, working during the course of the second of two cruises which the
Admiralty agreed to undertake in 1929-30 in response to pressure from the
fishing industry. Again, A J Lee provides the details.

Since she was a naval vessel, it should not be difficult to establish the
origins of the name Rosemary, although it could be the plant, rather than the
lady.
Yours sincerely,

Jim Adams

Further reading

The publications referred to in this correspondence are:
AJ. Lee, 1992. The Directory ofFisheries Research: its Origins and
Development, MAFF. [ISBN 0-907545-025].

H.T. Lenton & 1.I. Colledge, 1963. Warships of World War II, part six, Trawlers;
Ian Allan, London.
Anthony Swithin's published books on mythical continent of Rockall are:
Book 1

Princes of Sandastre

Book 2
Book 3
Book 4

The Lords of the Stoney Mountains
The Winds of the Wastelands
The Nine Gods of Safaddne

All are published by FONTANA.
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Where have all the fossils gone P
by Liz Hide

Sand mines must be few and far between, and certainly ones in such beautiful
settings as Loch Aline. Tucked away around the comer from the Mull Ferry, the
Loch Aline sand mine has, since the 1940s, produced pure white sand for the
precision glass-making industry. For me, visiting the mine was perhaps the
highlight of the EGS long excursion in May of this year. Equipped with hard hats,
lamps and high visibility vests, we spent an afternoon touring the mine on foot,
accompanied by staff from the mine and Anne Smith from Tileon (Scotland) Ltd,
the company which now runs the mine.
The sand mined at Loch Aline is Upper Cretaceous in age, and lies conformably on
the Greensand It dips only very slightly to the west and north west and is overlain
by Tertiary iava flows, though elsewhere in the area is overlain by the Chalk. The
sandstone unit varies from 10 to 12 D1 in thickness and is generally extremely
friable, but is characterised by a number of laterally inconsistent hardbands where
a siliceous cement is present Sand is mined front the base of the unit to within a
maximum of two metres from the uppermost hard band, which is left as a roof.
Supporting pillars of sandstone are also left at regular intervals. Small
displacements along a series of approximately vertical faults mean that from time
to time, it is necessary to open up a new section of the mine at a different level. The
sand is also cut by basaltic dykes, from 2 em to 8 m in thickness, which contrast
strikingly with the white sandstone.
The very pure 'millet seed' nature of the sandStone has led workers to suggest
deposition under desert conditions, a conclusion perhaps supported by the absence
of clastic sediment in the associated Chalk. Judd in 1878 considered it to be an
estuarine deposit, while Bailey, in 1924, thought that the deposit probably
represented material blown into the sea from a neighbouring desert. However, up
until now, interpretations have been supported more by the lack of any observed
structure or fossils rather than positive observations. Hence the origin of the sand
remains equivocal.
As a palaeontologist, I was obviously interested in what fossils had been found in
the Loch Aline Sandstone. But I was also interested from the point of view of how
any fossils might help us to understand the depositional setting of what is quite an
unusual rock. Body fossils are extremely rare in the sandstone - Judd states that it
is unfossiliferous and in fact Anne Smith of Tilcon (Scotland) was only aware of a
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single specimen. It had been found by the miners in the 1940s, illustrated in a
paper by MacLennan (1949), and then lost (perhaps it still sits on someone' s
mantelpiece) This specimen was a starfish, a rather attractive cushion star,
preserved as partly external and partly internal moulds within one of the
hardbands. However, a further specimen, tentatively identified as Calliderma sp.
nov. exists in the NMS collections in Edinburgh. Tltis is shown in Figure 1. This,
at very least, indicates a marine influence in the deposition of the sediment.
Two starfish, however, do not make an environmental interpretation, although tltis
had not stopped MacLelman (1949) suggesting that the although the deposit may
well have been water-lain, it could be a desert sand deposited on the edge of a
shallow sea and that the starfish might have been blown up on to the beach. During
our visit to the mine we were able to find more evidence that can feed into an
environmental interpretation. On some fresh rock surfaces exposed by blasting in
the ntinc, it is possible to see cross bedding, on a scale of a few centimetres, at a
number of places within the sequence. Small ilmounts of iron impurities highlight
!lIC cross-sets. Cross bedding has not previously been recorded here, and may well

l

I

Fig llre I: Starfish Callidermafrolllihe Loch Aline Glass Sand, in Ihe collecliol1s
of Ihe National AlliselllllS of Scotland.
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occur more extensively but is less easy to spot due to the purity of the sandstone and because it is dark in the mine!
In addition, large amounts of burrowing were found in the sand during this visit
and in a further visit that I made to the mine last month, reinforcing the conclusion
that the sediments were laid down in water. Areas of intense bioturbation occur
throughout the sequenoo, and indeed, during my second visit the mine, workers
were extremely helpful in finding quite a few places where this occurred. The
burrows are frequently organically lined, 5-10 mm in diameter and may extend for
as much as 30 em. In weathered blocks of the well-cemented hard bands found on
the foreshore at Loch Aline, these organic-rich linings have preferentially
weathered away, leaving the burrow fill in relief. A preliminary survey shows that
there are a number of different types of burrows in the sandstone. Vertical burrows
are seen, with and without branching bases. Vertical burrows suggest rapid
sediment deposition - they may be escape structures as the animal struggled to
keep up with the rising sediment surface. In places, however, extensive horizontal
and oblique burrow systems suggest that at least part of the time, deposition rates
were lower and the sediment was stable enough to support quite extensive
communities of infauna.

Thus it seems that rather than the starfish representing isolated examples of
fossilisation in a sandstone that was largely barren, a much more varied community
of animals probably existed on the sea bed at the time of deposition of this
sandstone, perhaps on a sand bar. It is reasonable to assume that the starfish are
preserved in situ, or with minimal post-mortem transport. However, what seems
remarkable is that those working at the mine have not found other body fossils in
the sandstone. Belemnites, for example, are extremely robust and likely to survive
transport and reworking in a high energy environment - why do we not find them
in the Loch Aline Sandstone? The underlying Greensand is, in places, thick with
Exogyra and other bivalves - what happened to them? If anyone knows of any
other fossil finds from the Loch Aline Sandstone (Please check your mantelpieces!)
I'd be very glad to hear about theml

Liz Hide looks after the invertebrate and plant fossil collections at the National

Museums of Scotland in Chambers Street, Edinburgh. She was one of the minibus
drivers on the Appin field trip (see page 36).
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Elgin weekend excursion - two viewpoints
by David and Fiona McAdam

This weekend was arranged following the successful, if somewhat inclement, 1998
weekend excursion to Hexham. Our leader was Sinclair Ross, one of the Society's
more far-flung members, and currently President of the Highland Geological
Society. As with the Hexham trip, participants were left to arrange their own
accommodation from the Tourist Office list provided by the organiser, Ian Jackson.
As Excursion Secretary and proposer of the venue, and newly restored from a
heart-bypass operation, David was keen to go. As a bonus it would provide an
opportunity to visit daughter Fiona's new home in Torphins; indeed, Fiona might
enjoy the excursion too. First hurdle was cleared easily; two single rooms free that
weekend in The Lodge Guest House in Duff Avenue, Elgin.
Friday 18th June

The drive from Edinbutgh to Torphins, was followed by the chance of a first trip on
the Rhyme - DufRown road, long-known from radio snow reports. No obvious
sign, though, of the Rhynie Chert locality. Arriving in Elgin, we found some others
from the party had also chosen to stay at The Lodge Guest House, and so joined up
for a meal before heading for the Elgin Museum Hall, a leisurely walk away.
Once all the party had congregated, Sinclair Ross was introduced to discuss the
weekend's itinerary. Fiona, knowing little about geology, found his illustrated talk
very interesting and thought that Elgin Museum itself was very good, although her
interests there were rather more general than the geology and fossils. We were also
impressed by the detailed 24-page handout produced by Sinclair and Ian.
Saturday 19th June

After stocking up at the local Safeway's we all met up at Grant Lodge in Cooper
Park to rationalise cars. The convoy departed for Burghead There we took a short
walk (in the rain which hadjust started) to the pier, where the party stopped to look
at and discuss the Triassic Burghead Beds. We then visited the Roman Well which
was very interesting and was well documented archaeologically on a plaque placed
there by the National Trust for Scotland
The party headed on to Cummingston where we walked along a now-disused
railway line (still raining - and with wet grass to test the waterproof properties of
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boo~). We we~t down ~~
to the beaQh wltich haq
lovely pebbles shining
froUl th~ rain, 'lnq
walked llP through ~
c~e thfOl\gh Ute faul~
cQnqt~t qetween ' tpe
Bprsh~d Beds 8lld th~
Hopentan Sandstone.

~'~fI~tIr&~.-J"r~~P~ At Ho~man East Beach,
Fio~ cpose to stay in the
6ratlt Lodge
c~r and thOqght all the
dUfer~llt colcurs of the
The rest of the Aal1Y set out ~n the rain and, were tr~'l~d
to spectacular dlUle~~~dins and ~lher $edimentary structures in the PernU~
Hopeman Sandstolle, as well as a qisplay offshor~ by the local ~lphin popui'l~on.
Further ~n, .the sandston~ is $till 'YfO"gllt ~t Clasbaoh Qp~rry, chosen for $~
impressive cladding for the New Museum of Scotland. At the quarry, to(), there was
a display ~ reptile fQOtprints on large blocfs saved d\uing quarryjng. It wa~ a long
w~k b~pl( after ~ sati$fyina It'iP (811d tile rain had cleared mid..~eqtOQn)~
However, Shlclair ha4 more c1eli&hts in store and we motored Qn to LossiemoQlh to
see garden and golf-oourse expoS\U'eS of the Lossiemouth Sandstone overlai~ by the
Cherty ltock witQ gal¢tta prlneralisation.

~cll huts )Vere wQnderfW.

Dismissed at last, we rcmuned to Elgln where qinner was taken in a highly
reco~ended Italian restaurant patronised by many of the party.
Sunday 20th June

Departing from Grant Lodge we drove the 13 miles to Spey Bay, parking at the
Tugnet Ice Jiouse car park. While the main party were impressed by *e stonn
beach shingle ridges, Fiona was equally impressed by the pretty mosaics and a
wonderful sculpture she saw as she walked round the ice house.
Our route took us on past the old ~rfield at Nether Dallachy to Port Gordon where
we parked on the harbour promenade and were enlightened as to jQst how much
coast had been eroded away here. At the harbour itself, while the party walked on

down to the beach, Fiona sat on the haroour wall and watched an R.N.LJ. Lifeboat
come in.
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Further on, long arguments ranged across the foreshore over the relaqonships,
\lQconfonnable and otllerwise, between the Middle Old Red Sandstone, Grampiap
Group Cullen Quartzite and Lower Old Red Sandstone Buckie Beds. We had lunch
Paok in Elgin at Cooper Par~. After this, Caroline Paterson modelled ~e new EGS
high-visibility jacke~, complet~ with logo, successfully encouraging several sales.
We ~en heade4 in1~d to where RQsebrae Q\larry i~ hi~l\ by a Forestry
CQmmissiql1 fprest. Fiona enjpYed the niCe w&1k tlu:ough the forest, but was not
~one in being ~zl~ by the unconformity between the Permian Hopeman
S~dstone and the Upper Old Red Sandstone Rosebrae Beds.
The tinal, an~ most spectacular, locality of the w~nd was Randolph's Lectp. A
very pretty walk took llS down tQ the .gorge 4t the River Findhom which Randolph
had leapt. Fiona· took photograplui pf the party examtning the granitic and
pegmalitic v~ins in ~e Gnpnpian "Group micaceous psanunites.
Half-way up the ascent ~nd overlooking the Findhom, Tom Kerr took the
opportimity to thank ~inclair on behalf of all the party for organising and leading
ibis interesting anq ·edUcational weeken¢ He also pre~nted a well-deserved token
of our appreciation, a bottle of Highland Park, Sinclair's favourite.
Most of the party
headed off for the A9
~d
retufll
to
Edinburgh, a few took
the opportunity of an
extended stay in Elgin,
while we returned to
Fiona's for a day
exploring Torphins.

Clashach Cove
David McAdam is well-known to Edinburgh Geological Society Excursion-goers.
He is the Excursions Secretary and has recently retired from the British Geological
Survey. His daughter, Fiona, who works in an insutance office in Aberdeen, is less
fascinated by geological sightseeing, especially when it is raining. The illustrations
are by David.
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Letter from an old Huttonian
Sir George Mackenzie to Henry De la Beche, 11 April 1836
by Dennis R. Dean and Tom Sharpe

Sir· George SteUart Mackenzie (1780-1848), Baronet, is best known today as the
princip.al author of Travels in Iceland (Edinburgh, 1811), a geological travel book
published during the height of the Neptunist-Vulcanist controversy in Scotland and
generally favourable to the Huttonian side, which is to say that he attrilfuted the
origins of many types of rock to heat rather than some effect brought about by the
agency of water:
In Iceland, the effects of heat constitute ,not only, as in some other parts of
the world, one of the principal geological features, but they seem to embrace
the whole mineral masses of the countty. If we take a general view of the
continent of Europe, we find that oitIy in a very few spots subterraneous heat
has shown itself externally in full activity. With regard to the extent to
which, operations may be traced, geologists differ widely. Those who are
disposed to aScribe the most extensive influence to fire, even the most
decided Huttonians, consider heat as having acted with but little intensity on
by far the greatest proportion of rocks. Thus, whenever stratification occurs,
they consider the heat that operated in this instance as having been
comparatively mooerate, since a strong degree would have reduced the
strata to such ~ state of liquidity as would have obliterated evety trace of
deposition. Even in those strata which appear to have lost the whole of their
original structure, the heat supposed to have acted upon them has been
confined within certain limits. The instance of tUfa excepted, I saw no trace
of stratification in Iceland...
(360-361; see chapter IX generally) 1
Though Mackenzie disagreed with Hutton in several instances (like James Hall, for
example, he rejected the idea of slow atmospheric erosion), he closely identified
with the Huttonian school and, in one memorable instance, suffered the
humiliation of having a play written by himself condemned on the first night by
Wemerian opponents. 2
It was therefore with no little interest that Mackenzie in 1836 belatedly read
Chapter XIV of Henry De la Beehe's Researches in Theoretical Geology (London,
1834). Within that chapter, De la Beehe considered the two common geological
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terms 'stratified' and 'unstratified', which were nonnally taken to be equivalent to
'aqueous' and 'igneous~ in origin, respectively. 'Practically,' he affinned 'this
division is highly valuable; but theoretically, it is not so satisfactory, at least, if we
are to infer that all rocks divided into tabular masses, one resting on another, must
have been deposited either chemically or mechanically from water.' (287)
Certain Cornish and Dartmoor granites, for example, had been divided into tabular

masses by 'cleavage planes' [joints]. BasaltS, similarly, might be divided into beds
(like those of the Giant's Causeway and the island of Staffa) and yet were of
igneous origin. De la Beche attributed their origin to a series of depositions, like
successive lava flows. 'Igneous rocks,' he concluded, 'may therefore be strati:fied,
that is, rest in tabular masses upon each other, such tabular masses being produced
at different intervals of time.' (289). It was, in his opinion, unwise to associate
stratification with aqueous deposition exclusively. De la aeche wished to retain the
usefully descriptive words 'stratified' and 'unstratified' but suggested that any
attribution of rocks to either igneous or aqueous cauSes was still premature.
It was in resPonse to this proposal that Mackenzie, now well into middle age, felt
moved to addtess De la Beche, a stranger, by writing to him at his publisher's

address. The whole of this previously unpublished letter3 being of interest, we have
transcribed it in full:
Henry De la Beehe Esq,
V.P. Geological Society,
Care of Charles Knight Esq,
Bookseller,
22 Ludgate Street,
London.
Sir George Mackenzie presents his Compts to Mr De la Beche and begs to
thank him for the pleasure and instruction he has derived from Mr De la B' s
Theoretical Researches in Geology. Sir G. ought to have read the work long
ago, as one of, he believes, the only two disciples of the old Huttonian
School still alive, he felt a peculiar delight in observing, since his visit to
Iceland, the gradual approach of Geologists to the general principal of the
Huttonian School which were long both misrepresented and misunderstood.
Indeed they are now forgotten, tho' it was the Huttonians who established
the igneous origins of Granite and trap, and the mechanical origin of other
rocks. - The cause of Sir O. giving Mr De la B. this trouble, is to inform
him that the old school arranged tabular rocks in a different manner from
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what is stated by him. What Mr De la B. seems disinclined to call stratified
rocks, neVer received that name from the Huttonians, altho' in some
instances Professor Playfair spoke of Stratified Granite, and on his return
4
from the continent insisted with Sir G. he had seen it. Sir G. and others
always held tabular masses of granite, trap, porphyry etc as Beds in
contradistinction to sttata. The latter were distinguished not more by their
tabular masses, than by their internal structure, and their exhibiting ,a
dispoSition of parts in directions parallel to the separation or the strata. This
disposition of parts is visible in Gneiss, which retains it even when altered
by the contiguity of granite; and this indeed seems to make it, in some
instances, more apparent. The distinction used by the old Huttonians might
still be useful by applying the word Bed to igneous rocks, and stratum to the
mechanically deposited rocks.
The Huttonians used to consider [attribute] all the displacements of the
stratified rocks to the irruption ot the igneouS. But the present position of
the rocky masses of the cruSt is demonstrably not the effect of the force
which introduced granite and trap into fisstu'eS. Of a similar force it may be;
but clearly not that application of it which forced up granite and
subsequently trap. Sir G. does not recollect having seen the demonStration
stated anywhere, but he Will not trouble Mr De la B. with it just now. It is
important however as settling an Epoch - the most recent of Geological
revolutions. - To return to stratification - Sir G. has often observed a
phenomenon that may go far to explain present appearances. Many years
ago he had occasion to remove a large heap of rubbish that had remained
untouched for several years. On cutting it, the materials appeared arranged
in lines parallel to each other and horizontal. He has seen the same thing
frequently since, and the analogy of chalk flints strikes us at once. S Vast
heaps of rubbish are to be found in many parts of the country, and if this
observation of Sir G's should appear new, it maybe worth while to have
some of these heaps cut through. It appears that Geologists seem now to
doubt that each tabular mass among stratified rocks is a separate deposition.
Sit G. doubts this, except in cases when ripple is distinctly visible on the
[surface]. He believes that vast masses have been deposited by one
operation, which fully explains the facts, and among others the apparently
hidden involvement of organised beings. The phenomenon presented by
sections on a great scale seem to demonstrate a suc~ssion of such
operations. But an explanation of Sir G's views would occupy too much
paper, and in all probability tire Mr De ia :a~he. Sir G. will only add that it
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is his opinion that the trap rocks of Greenland, Iceland, Faroe, the Hebrides,
and north of Irelan'<i;- all belong to a system of Trappean roCks - that is, he
conceives these rocks to be as well entitled to be called a system as any other
assemblage, in as much as their similarity in all their localities is very
reIilatkable; and this extends to the dir~ion and dip of the beds. The island
of St. Kilda is a !ink. This system of rocks has been, like others, disrupted,
and it is more than probable. they existed before the itTUptiO.n of trap dykes
among die recent rockS, as we find them cut by dykes, artd in relution to
them presenting the phenomena of the stratified rocks. It would. be an
interesting thing were some zealous Geologists to join in hiring a steamer
and to visit the western range of trappean rocks. The occurrence of woOd
coal in every part of the range from Iceland to Fair Head inclusion, is a
striking fact ahd not easily aCcounted for. 6 This system of rocks has not yet
had a plan assigned it to indicate its relative age; and tho' it does indicate its
origin to have' been in a succession of submarine volcanic eruptions, the
long continued succesSion of these, and their eilotnlous amount; merit yet
lUuch more attention than they have received. The mere factS and not the
relations have been described. It is in filct a new field; and no one appears
more fitted to enter upon it than Mr De la Beehe.
Coul, 11 April 1336
Dingwall N.B.

.

Thus, Mackenzie recommenCled to De la Beehe that he conSider retaining the old
Huttonian terminology of calling layers of igneous roCkS 'bedS' and sedimentary
ones 'strata'. Unlike Hutton, he al$o affirmed a series of distinct 'geological
revolutions'. Though Mackenzie apparently had trouble coping with fossils (not a
Huttonian topic), he correctly emphasised the volcanic origins and nearsimultaneity of the 'trap rocks' (basalts) with which we are familiar. It is a matter
of regret that he limited himself to so few reminiscences. There was much that
Mackenzie could have told us about geology in Edinburgh during its most
contentious years. Even so, this previously Wlknown letter is a poignant and highly
interesting revelation, the last flickering of what was once a mighty blaze indeed.

Notes
1. Sit George Steuart Mackenzie (1780-1848), Huttonian compatriot; author of
Travels In the Island of Iceland, during the Summer of the Year MDCCCX
(Edinburgh, 1811 [reviewed by John Playfair in Edinburgh Review, 19 (1812),
416-435» and An Account of Some Geological Facts Observed in the Faroe
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Islands in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, 7 (1) (1815),
213 ...228. In 1824 Mackenzie had been visited by young Charles Lyell,' his
fellow Scot, who also dropped irl on Sir James Halt (died 1832). The other
distiple of the 'old Huttonian school still alive' was probably Professor Thotrtas
Charles Hope (l766"U~44).

2. Oetmis R. Dean, 'Scott and Mackenzie: New Poems', Philological Quarterly,
52 (1973), 265-273L The new poems, by Walter Scott and Henry MaCkenzie,
wete the prologue and epilogue of 'Helga', a failed play by George Mackenzie
reputedly done in by his geological oppOnents.
3. Sir George Steuart Mackenzie to Henry De la Beene, 11 AprQ 1836. National

Museum of Wales NMW84.20G.D921. Transcribed by Tom Sharpe and
published witli penrtission. De ta Beehe (1796-185S) was, at this time, engaged
in the Geological Survey of Cornwall.
4. Jolin Playfair (1784·1819) stoutly defended 1110st aspeCts of Hutton's ,geolOgical
theory and explicated it niastertully i11 his )lIlistrations ofthe Huttonian Theory
of the Earth (Edinburgh, U~02). Once peace itt cOntinental Euto~ had been
restored, after Watetloo, Playfair took an extended European tour in 1816·1817
with a view towards producing a second edition of his Illustrations that would
britlg its atguments up to date. The second edition never apPeared. He had,
however, already affirmed the existence of stratified granite in his original
edition (pp. 82·89, 326-350, esp. p. 327).
5. For a reason not then understood, flihts in chalk were

1mbwn

to

occur in

hotizontallines (perhaps indicative offonner oceart bOttoms).
6. Mdst of the basaltic rocks cited by Mackenzie ate now regarded as PalaeOgene
in age. They represent a tremendous outpourihg of lava. The occurrence of
wood coal [lignite] among volcanic rocks was an unexplainable anomaly.

Dennis R Dean is an Honorary Correspondin~ Fellow of the Edinburgh Geological
SocietY. He is Generat Editor of History of Earth Sciences Series of Scholars'
Fal:similes & Reprints and lives in Evanston, nUtlois, U.B.A. 1'0111 Sharpe is a
curator in the Department of Geology of the National Museum of Wales. He is a
graduate of Glasgow University and a membet of the Glasgow Geological Society.
A oatalogue of the papers 6fH.T. De la Beehe in the National Museum ofWates by
Tom Sharp and Paut 1. MbCartney was published by the Museum in 1998.
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. :/ have dsked several friends if they would like to write me a
lew words on their impressions of the Dynamic Earth
exhibition, which opened in July oj this year. The first
impression comes from Society member, Norman Butcher,
modified from a piece originally sent as a contribution 10 the
Scottish Tourist Guides' Newsletter. The remainder are by a
selection of rather younger reviewers and critics, whose
opinions might be of value to anyone wishing to take their
children to the experience.

For some time now, Edinburgh buses have been carrying high-tech advertisements
for the fitst lartdmark MilleI1nium COmtnission-runded project to be completed in
Britain. the one I enjoyed most reads: 'The Biggest thing to hit Scotland in 65
million years.' Does this mean that the wellwknown, well-dated 'Volcanoes in the
West of Scotland are now interpreted as impact craters?
But never mind the scientific truth. OUr Dynamic Earth has been designed by
Event COminunications to both entertain and educate the public. Costin~ £34
millioil to build, £15 million provided from the National LOttery, the main
sponsors are Lothian and Edinburgh Enterprise Limited (LEnL) with Scottish &
Newcastle, British Gas and the CounCil of the City of Edinburgh. The atchitect, Sir
Michael Hopkins, who clevetly rebuilt Glyildeboume, has imaginatively exploited
the old derelict sit¢ underneath the Salisbury CtagS to prOVide a magnificent
platform from which to view the building of Scotland's New Parliament across
Holyrood Road and underneath the profile of Calton Hill and Regent Terrace.
William Playfair would surely approve.
What of the high-tech Exhibition .underneath Sir Michael's superbly rooted
platform? At the official Opening on Friday 2nd July, Chris Smith, the Culture
Secretary, told the press: "As we approach the new millennium, it is imPortant that
we understand the origin of the Earth and how it will evolve in the future." The
Queen was said to have found the exhibition "stunning." The report in The
Scotsman, soon to be rel~ted next to Our Dynamic Earth, on the following day
was pathetic, but The times excelled itself with the headline: 'Mortals offered 90
minute tout of creation. ' Not bad, you rrlight think, for only £5195 per adult.
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"
To me, the best part by far is the low-level flight up a glacier in Norway, subtly
switching, ,to Scotland without you being able to see the join. The mortals are .
definitely processed, especially in the ,early parts and there are lots of messages.
Will the public get them? Two key ones are, at the beginning: 'the present is the
key to the past' and at the end: 'the past is the key to the future. ' Unfortunately, in
the science of geology, we are only wise after the event, so the answers, as Jolm
Major once famously said, are in the future which lies before us.
"

.',

Norman autcher (aged 11)

Dynamic Earth was good. I liked the clock showing the population. In
the time machine lift, I couldn't really see half the stuff on the walls
but I really liked the star effect at the end. The spaceship was ok.
The earthquake was very good, especially the moving earth. The glacier
trip created an excellent effect that made you feel like you were
tilting.
The primordial soup was good but smelt a bit. The ,.ooms after that
were too busy to get Q good iook at. The submarin~ Was quite 90od~ I
rectlly liked the big lump of ice. The forest was quite good and so was
the dome, but I couidn't see everything~
The shop waS quite good.
James MCQUeen (aged 11)

I thought Dynamic Earth was alright.
I liked the time machine, the shaking floor at the Volcano and the big

bldck of iae.I made a faint hand print on it.
I didn't understand ~ome of what the m4kn was saying: it was foo

cotnphcattd.
Th~re ~hould have been
queues to go on them.

more computers td play on - there were li>ig
James Hamilton (aged 10)
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The first room was boring. The lift was good and I liked the stars and
how you could look down. The spaceship was pretty boring.
The shoogly bit was VERY GOOD. Flying over the glacier
not that good. The soup waS very smelly.

wdS

OK but

In the room after the soup, the models of the animals Were intereSting.
I quite liked the brains.
The iceberg was COOL!
In the forest, t liked how the c..ocodiles poked their heads up. I liked
looking for things in the trees. I didn't think much of the dome.
Amy McQueen (aged 9)

I thought Dynamic Earth was brilliant. t liked the time machine.
I liked the room with the bacteria in the water and the dinosaurs' feet
coming throUgh the ceiling and the computers. I didn't get a shot on
the computers; there ~hQuld have betn more.
I Was a bit scared in the lift: it was Q bit dark.
Joanna Hamilton (aged 8)

If any other young reviewers would like to write me something, either 0Ii OuR
DYNAMIC EARTH, or on some othet place visited d1lrihg Scottish Geology Week,
which has jUst finished as this issue goeS to press, I should \)e glad to publish their

contributions. The same goes for retired youngsters as well, of courser
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The Appin Minibus Drivers; Song
by W.S. Gilbert arr. Rosalind Gartort
~une -

"The leader of the ~ueeil'8 Naveee"

When we were young we served our term
As students in a geologists' fitm,
We studied minerals and rocks and fossils
And learned all things that were impossible.
We learhed so little they rewarded us
13y making us the drivers of the tninibus.
All: We learned so little they rewarded us

1Jy making us the drivers of the minibus.
So nOw we drive the others atound
To see what minerals can be found,
BaSalt sheets or withamite,
Has anyone seen a pepente?
We found. so little they rewarded us
By making us the drivers of the minibus.

All: We found ~o little they rewarde4 us
By making us the drivers of the minibus.
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Now geologists all if you would see
How you can be as good as we,
If your soul isn't fettered to the stone
You too can occupy this throne.
Drive slowly round the comets and make no fuss
And you dan be drivers of the minibus,
All: Drive slowly round the corners and make no fuss
And you can be drivers of the minibus.

Rosalind Garton is curtently taking a rest: from being a Long Excursion minibus
driver, When not ott Long Excursions, she is a freelance adult education tutor
based in St. Artdrews,
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I am pleased to be able to print a book review this month for our Society's own
publication, 'Building Stones of Edinburgh ', The book Ivas launched on 20th July
in the Song School of St. Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh. The launch was wellallended, with representatives jrom the British Geological Survey, both current
and retired, jrom the Grant Institute of Geology, and from Iiistbric Scotland, as
well as a goodfe", Edinburgh Geological Society niembers.
The launch comprised a reception, a number of speeches by those involved in the
publication of the book, and a splendid buffet lunch. David Land, the Society's
Publications Secretary was doing a roaring trade, offering the book at a discount
price for the day of the launch.
It seemed thai I had to find someone who was not a member of the Society to

review this particular publication, a/ld its relevance to the non-geological world
cOlild be a;-sessed at the same time. Audrey Dakin, an architect with Historic
Sco tland, agreed to take on this task.

BUILDING STONES OF EDINBURGH

Audrey Dakin

I'll admit to being nervous when [was asked to review the new edition bf 'Building
Stones of Scotlalld', The origihal edition is an Edinburgh architect's bible, and
undoubtedly a hatd act offollow. But the inclusion of inahy more illustrations, and
additional ihformation on the stone IlseO in builditlg and restoraliotl projects over
the past decade easily justify the purcHase of this volume to sit beside its
predecessor. The book serves not only as an indispensable reference book but also
as an inspiration to go down to the city and look again at those well-known
buildings with eyes open to the tell-tale signs that may indicate the source of a
particular storte or why it may be perfornting ,\lell or poorly in a particUlar

situation.
The perf'ortnance of any building slone is determined by a combination of its
geological character, the quarrying techniques used, its detailing and method of
construction. This book concentrates on the first of these factors and provides
valuable insights into eaclt of the others. The technical details abundantly prOvided
are leavened by the incl~sion of historical anecdotes, for example, lhe passing
mention of the cfuath by (lrowning of one Kathryn Hunter in the Greyfriar' s Port
page Cl8

BOOK REVIEWS
Quarries in 1530. Tlris gory titbit is included as it serves as concrete evidence that
the quarries were extant, and presumably working at this time. However such
anecdotes also serve to bring the quarries to life, putting them in their lristorical
context. Thus we come to understand that quarrying was formerly part of everyday
life for city dwellers, mostly carried out at a small-scale and as a very local activity.
The conttast is not laboured, but it can be seen that this historical pattern is quite
distinct from out current situation Ivhere very few quarries, often the largest,
renlain i1j production.
The book is already the first port of call when considering the selection of stone for
repairing an Edinburgh building, as data given on the properties of lristorically and
curtently available stones indicate wlrich sources might be suitable. However,
potentially even more valuable is the data given by including the stone types used
for both construction and repair, and the dates for both activities for some
buildings. III making Uris infornlation publio, the Edinburgh Geological Society
have opened up to all interested persons a vast laoor!1tory set up with long term
experiments. I trust future editions of 'Building Stones of Edinburgh' will revisit
sonle of these buildings to provide updates on the differential rates of weathering
exlribited by adjacent new and old stones.
BUILDING STONES OF EDINBURGH
2nd Edition, 1999

Andrew A. McMillan, Richard J. Gillanders and John A. Fairhurst
Edinburgh GeologiCal Society, Edinburgh, £9.50
ISBN 0 904440 109

Society members are en tilled to purchase the book at the same discount price as
lVas offered at tile launch, £6.50 plus £1.30 postage and packing. For furtlier
details. readers should contact David Land on 0131-441 7559.
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Clues across
I. One-sided told or crystal
system (10 letters)
6. Puts the fizz into
hydrocarbons (7,3)
8. Short stone (2)
9. Sir Tholey rocks (9)

12. Ideal shape for a high
flier? (4)

13. Those playing hoopiah
are in a volcarlic mud
flo,v (5)
16. Volcanic ice cream (4)

17. Initially an exponent of
contiltental drift theories
in the 19305 (2)

compiled by Angela Anderson

18. Dedrag sorted bedding (6)
20. Solved the space problem in
compression (6)

Clues down
I A glory in me, a gem of a study (10)

5. Throw off a load (4)

7. Classic Peach and Horne territoty (6)

10. InitiaIty a co-author I"ith Hinxman of
Metn Geol Surv Sheet 76, 1890
edition (2)

2. Catch veins (3)

II. Worn down or deed (6)
3, 15. Free Clato for a carbonate builder 14. She a!tended to the fire (4)
(5,4)

4. Pertaining to a sickly pale clay
mineral (7)

15. see 3 down
19. Singular dodo (2)

This is Angela's second puzzle and is possibly more tricky than the last. The
answers (again only fot readers who are absolutely stumped) ate on page 37.
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